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A Transposition Flap Reconstruction after Resection of a Soft-Tissue
Sarcoma in the Buttock
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Learning Point of the Article:

A transposition flap reconstruction is an option for large defects after soft-tissue sarcoma resection in the buttock.

Abstract
Introduction: Large defects following resection in the gluteal region are challenging. Of note, there are a limited number of fairly morbid options
for reconstruction.
Case Report: A 65-year-old female presented with complaints of an enlarging mass in the left buttock over the past several months. A high-grade
sarcoma was diagnosed based on a biopsy. The final diagnosis was an undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma based on the resected tumor. An 11cm tumor with surrounding tissues, including the great gluteal muscle, was resected, which resulted in a 17-cm full thickness defect. The defect
was reconstructed with a transposition flap elevated from the lateral thorax. A transposition flap can cover large buttock defects without
sacrificing other muscles.
Conclusion: Moreover, a transposition flap is esthetically acceptable because most of the operative scar is within the buttock area. A
transposition flap reconstruction is one of the several options for large defects after soft-tissue sarcoma resection in the buttock.
Keywords: Buttock, resection, reconstruction, musculocutaneous flap, soft-tissue sarcoma.

reconstruction after resection of an undifferentiated
pleomorphic
sarcoma in the buttock for a large defect.
The gluteal region is a site of pressure and shear. Local flap
reconstruction in the gluteal region is used for pressure sores over
bony prominences of the ischium and sacrum so that the
Case Report
reconstruction can withstand resistance of pressure and shear
A 65-year-old female presented with complaints of a painless
stress [1]. Soft-tissue defects in the buttock region after resection
mass on the left gluteal region of the buttock that increased in size
of soft-tissue sarcomas need reconstruction involving flaps;
over several months. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a
however, especially when the defect is large, there are a limited
subcutaneous tumor with a maximum diameter of 11 cm. The
number of options for reconstruction because of limited donor
tumor had a cystic appearance and contained liquid with slightly
site availability [2, 3]. A transposition flap is a local flap with a
high-signal intensity on the T1-weighted image and high-signal
random pattern that does not require use of microsurgical
intensity on the T2-weighted image. The periphery of the cystic
techniques. A transposition flap in the buttock region has been
wall was thick with a solid neoplastic lesion and intermediate
reported for repair of defects following pressure sores and
signal intensity on T1- and T2-weighted images. The tumor
pilonidal sinus resection [4].
extended to the fascia of the great gluteal muscle and the gluteal
In the present case report, a transposition flap was used for muscle was displaced. 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron
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Figure 1: A 65-year-old female with an undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma
in the buttock. Magnetic resonance imaging shows the subcutaneous tumor
with a cystic appearance with a high-signal intensity on the T2-weighted image
inside and intermediate signal intensity on a T2-weighted image in the periphery
(A-top). 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography shows a high
standardized uptake value in the periphery (A-bottom). Reconstructed
computed tomography shows the tumor in the great gluteal muscle (B). A
scheme of the resection and flap design (C). Resection area (a blue area) with
distal incision for working space (red arrow) is shown. A transposition flap is
elevated form the lateral thoracic (blue arrow). Skin at the back is transpositioned to proximal part (pink arrow; white arrows indicate a tumor).

Figure 2: The same case involving an undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma in the buttock. After resection of the tumor
with the surrounding skin and great gluteal muscle, a soft-tissue defect with a thin layer of the great gluteal muscle
remained (A, B). Distal incision for working space (red arrow) is shown. A blue arrow shows the tip of the flap from the
lateral thoracic and a pink arrow shows the flap from the back before elevation. The defect was reconstructed with a
transposition flap reconstruction (C). The same color arrows indicate the same anatomical position (A, C). Suction
drain is placed proximal to the flap (orange arrow). A photograph was obtained 1 year postoperatively (D).

emission tomography/computed tomography (CT) showed a
high standardized uptake value maximum at the periphery of
the tumor (Fig. 1).
The histologic evaluation of a needle biopsy was characterized
by a proliferation of malignant pleomorphic cells, thus
suggesting a high-grade malignancy. No lung metastasis was
identified. The tumor resection was planned with the resection
of underlying gluteal muscle as well as the surrounding skin and
subcutaneous tissues >3 cm from the tumor, resulting in a full
thickness defect in the buttock 17 cm in maximum diameter. A
transposition flap reconstruction was designed in which tissue
was donated from the lateral thorax. The flap had no circulatory
impairment after the operation (Fig. 2).
During rehabilitation there were no restrictions for the postoperative sitting and standing protocols, the purpose of which is
to protect the flap. Limitation on daily activity was
recommended. The majority of the gluteal muscle was resected;
however, the patient felt no specific disturbance after the
resection of the great gluteus muscle and the patient’s gait was
not affected.
The histopathology report confirmed an undifferentiated
pleomorphic sarcoma. The surgical margin had no tumor cells
and post-operation radiotherapy was not performed. The
patient was satisfied with the aesthetics of the flap because most
of the surgical scar was covered by underwear.
Discussion
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In cases involving large defects in the gluteal region, free flaps
are necessary, such as latissimus dorsi flaps [5]. Free flap
reconstruction requires a microvascular technique and the
gluteal region has limited recipient vessels [6, 7]. It has been
reported, however, that free flaps have higher rates of
complications (43%), re-operation (13%) than the
complications (17%), and re-operation rates (4.3%) for local
flaps used for soft-tissue sarcoma defects [8]. Moreover, a
transposition flap does not require exposure of donor vessels for

free flaps, and thus less exposure of the deep tissue is an
advantage in terms of reducing the possibility of tumor spread.
In the present case report, a large defect in the gluteal region was
reconstructed with a transposition flap. Transposition flaps
have a random pattern blood supply. In reconstruction of
defects in the buttock region, superior gluteal artery perforator
(SGAP)/inferior gluteal artery perforator (IGAP) flaps are
known. These flaps have been applied for sacral and ischial softtissue reconstruction of pressure sores involving the sacrum,
ischium, and pilonidal sinuses [9]. These flaps are raised based
on one or two perforators. In resection of a sarcoma in the
buttock, resected tissue could include large tissue, possibly
including the great gluteal muscle and the perforators.
Therefore, the indication for SGAP/IGAP flaps would be
restricted.
During rehabilitation of the present case, there was no
restriction for the post-operative sitting protocol because the
flap is not covered over the ischial tuberosity where the pressure
is exacerbated by sitting. The transposition flap was not affected
in the standing position. A lower impact during sitting and
standing is a merit of the flap. In terms of function, transposition
flaps are fasciocutaneous flaps that do not contain muscle, and
are thus different from other muscle flaps. Therefore, functional
loss of transposition flaps would occur less often. In addition,
the patient was satisfied with the aesthetics of the flap because
most surgical wounds were within the buttock region and
covered by underwear.
Conclusion
A transposition flap was applied for the defect in the buttock
after malignant soft-tissue tumor resection. In comparison to
other flaps with perforators or free flaps, a transposition flap
requires less operative time, less functional loss, and greater
esthetic satisfaction. There is no need for exposure of deep
tissue for perforators or donor vessels, contributing to less
possibility of spreading tumor. Transposition flaps are an option
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for reconstructing large gluteal defects after malignant softtissue tumor resection.

Clinical Message

Large defects following resection in the gluteal region are
challenging. The defect was reconstructed with a
transposition flap elevated from the lateral thorax.
Transposition flaps are an option for reconstructing large
gluteal defects after malignant soft-tissue tumor resection.
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